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Abstract
We consider inverse eigenvalue problems for specially structured matrix polynomials which
have interpretations to mass–damper–spring systems. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction, problem statement
Consider a system of n point masses interconnected by springs and dampers.
Assume that the springs obey Hooke’s law, meaning that the force they exert is
proportional to extension, and that the dampers are idealized viscous dampers, i.e.,
the force they exert is proportional to velocity. Define the ith entry of x.t/ 2 Rn
to be the displacement from rest of the ith mass at time t. There are matrices M;C
and K such that x.t/ satisfies the differential equation Mx 00 C Cx 0 C Kx D 0. The
matrix M will be positive diagonal; the diagonal entries of the matrix M represent the
masses. The matrix K holds information on the placement and stiffness of the inter-
connecting springs, and the matrix C contains analogous information on the damping
components of the system. Both C and K will be positive semidefinite symmetric.
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The function x.t/ can be written as a linear combination of the functions ei t yi; i D
1; : : : ; 2n where the complex numbers (eigenvalues) i and vectors (eigenvectors) yi
are solutions to the quadratic eigenvalue problem .2M C C C K/y D 0. We will
denote the eigenvalues of the matrix polynomial t2MCtCCK by .t2MCtCCK/.
Given the matrix polynomial t2M C tC C K , one may find the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors and thereby find the general solution to the homogeneous differential
equation. Discussion of matrix polynomials, including the application to differential
equations, may be found in [4].
In an inverse eigenvalue problem, one is given the eigenvalues .t2MC tCCK/,
and the problem is to characterize the triples of matrices, i.e., the vibrating systems,
.M;C;K/ such that the matrix polynomial t2M C tC C K has those eigenvalues.
Most previously studied inverse problems (such as [1,3,8,6,7; 2, Ch. 4]) assume
undamped motion, so C D 0 and all the eigenvalues are pure imaginary conjugate
pairs. Many of these problems also assume that the vibrating system has a special
form, a line of masses connected by springs to only their closest neighbors. For
such a system K will be a Jacobi matrix, which is a positive semidefinite tridiagonal
matrix with negative super and sub diagonals. Often only the masses at one or both
ends of the line connected by springs to the immovable ground. Systems with both
end masses attached to ground are called fixed–fixed; a system with one end mass
attached to ground is called fixed-free. This leads to restrictions on the row sums that
vary according to which masses are grounded. In order to determine M and K (usually
up to one or two parameters), one generally needs the eigenvalues .t2M C K/, of
the vibrating system as well as the eigenvalues of a modification of the system, which
we will denote by .t2 OM C OK/. There are many sorts of modifications to the system
that lead to interesting results.
We list a few examples of such problems, which illustrate the types of results
available and serve as motivation for the damped motion problems that we eventually
discuss. In each case, we assume that the unmodified system .M;K/ is a fixed–fixed
mass–spring arrangement. The matrices M and K will then have the following form,
with all mj; kj > 0:
M D
26664
m1 0 0 : : : 0
0 m2 0 : : : 0
: : :
0 0 : : : mn
37775 ; (1)
K D
2666664
k0 C k1 −k1 0 : : : 0
−k1 k1 C k2 −k2 0 : : : 0
: : :
: : :
: : :
0 : : : −kn−2 kn−2 C kn−1 −kn−1
0 : : : −kn−1 kn−1 C kn
3777775 : (2)
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To describe the modified systems, some notation for submatrices and f0; 1g
matrices is required. Given an nnmatrix A, the principal submatrix of A contained
in rows and columns indexed by p;pC1; : : : ; q−1; q will be denoted byAp;q . Eij
signifies the matrix with a one in the i; j position and zero everywhere else.
Problem MK1. Given the eigenvalues .t2M C K/ and .t2 OM C OK/, determine
M and K of the form described in (1) and (2). Here, the modified system is obtained
by removing the spring between an end mass and the ground. We index so that the
end mass chosen is the nth. This leads to M D OM and
OK D K − knEnn: (3)
This problem is quite old, and is discussed in [2,1].
Problem MK2. Given the eigenvalues .t2MCK/ and .t2 OMC OK/, determine M
and K of the form described in (1) and (2). This time, the modified system is obtained
by removing the j th spring, 0 < j < n, from the interior of the arrangement. OK will
be the matrix obtained from (2) by replacing kj with 0, and OM D M . This system
. OM; OK/ decomposes into a direct sum
t2 OM C OK D

t2 OM1;j C OK1;j 0
0 t2 OMjC1;n C OKjC1;n

: (4)
This algebraic decomposition parallels the physical decomposition of the mass–
spring arrangement that occurs when a spring is removed from the interior. This
problem is solved in [6]. It is similar in appearance to the problem solved in [3].
Problem MK3. Given the eigenvalues .t2M C K/ and .t2 OM C OK/, determine
M and K of the form described in (1) and (2). In this problem, the modified system is
obtained by attaching an interior mass, the j th, to ground with a spring of stiffness
k, so that OM DM and OK D K C kEjj . See [7] for a solution. The problem solved in
[8] is the end-mass version of this problem.
The purpose of this work is to propose and in some cases solve similar inverse
eigenvalue problems involving damped motion. We will assume the same special
structure of the mass matrix M and the spring matrix K as in the problems arising
from undamped motion, and will first consider C with structure analogous to that of
K
C D
2666664
c0 C c1 −c1 0 : : : 0
−c1 c1 C c2 −c2 0 : : : 0
: : :
: : :
: : :
0 : : : −cn−2 cn−2 C cn−1 −cn−1
0 : : : −cn−1 cn−1 C cn
3777775 : (5)
Physically, this means that the mass damper spring system is the same as the mass
spring system discussed above, except with damping elements added in parallel to
the springs.
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We must also select modifications to the system .M;C;K/ that lead to reason-
able problems, both from an algebraic as well as physical standpoint. A possible
generalization of Problem MK1 to damped motion would be to let M, K and C be
defined as above in (1), (2) and (5). The new problem then is: given the eigenval-
ues .t2M C tC C K/ and the eigenvalues .t2 OM C t OC C OK/, where OM D M ,
OC D C − cnEnn and OK D K − knEnn, find (characterize)M;C;K .
This problem is not attractive from an algebraic standpoint because it is greatly
over-determined. The eigenvalue data consists of 2n complex conjugate pairs, equiv-
alently, 4n real numbers, but the solution contains only 3n C 2 real parameters. In
contrast, the original Problem MK1 has 2n real numbers as data, and the solution
contains 2nC 1 parameters. Problem MK1 has a one parameter family of solutions.
This idea of comparing the amount of data to the number of free parameters in
the solution eliminates similar analogs of Problems MK2 and MK3. The following
problem though has close agreement between the amount of data and the number of
parameters in the solution.
Problem MCK0. Given the eigenvalues of t2M C tC C K and the eigenvalues of
t2M CK , (i.e., OM D M , OC D 0 and OK D K) find (characterize)M;C;K .
Our data count now is 3n real numbers (the eigenvalues of t2M C tC CK are of
the form j  ij V j D 1; : : : ; n and the eigenvalues of t2M C K are of the form
ij V j D 1; : : : ; n), while the number of unknown parameters is 3n C 2. This
suggests the possibility of a two parameter solution set. The fixed-free version (the
nth mass is not attached to ground) of this problem contains two fewer parameters,
so is more attractive since the number of data points exactly matches the number of
free parameters. We propose this Problem MCK0 (n n) for further study, and offer
a solution for the case n D 2.
Another way to generalize Problems MK1, 2, 3 to damped motion is with a limited
number of damping components. For instance, one may allow only one damping
element to be present. This damping element would be in parallel with (or in place
of) the single spring which is removed or added, and would be removed or added sim-
ultaneously with the spring. This approach leads to problems which are algebraically
tractable. We illustrate the idea with the generalization of Problem MK1. Let C be as
defined below in (6) and let M, K and OK be as defined in (1), (2) and (3). Given the
eigenvalues.t2MCtCCK/ and .t2MC OK/, Laplace expansion of the determinant
of .t2M C tC C K/ along the last row leads to .ct C kn/jt2M1;n−1 C K1;n−1j D
jt2M C tC C Kj − jt2M C OKj. This calculation means essentially that one may
exchange the eigenvalues .t2M C tC C K/ and .t2M C OK/ for the eigenvalues
.t2M C OK/, .t2M1;n−1 CK1;n−1/ and the ratio c=kn. If c is treated as given data,
this is a well known inverse problem, discussed in [1,2].
This approach, although it leads to solvable problems, is not attractive because
the problems generated this way are again greatly over-determined. The eigenvalue
data .t2M C tC C K/ and .t2M C K/ consists of 3n real numbers, while there
are only 2nC 2 unknown parameters in the matrices M, C, and K.
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Notice however, the near match between the amount of data in .t2MC tCCK/
and the entries of the matrices M, C, and K. If we treat c as data, then parameter
counting would suggest a one dimensional set of solutions .M;C;K/ given the data
.t2MCtCCK/ and c. This problem is solvable; the key observation is that splitting
the polynomial jt2M C tC CKj into even and odd parts leads to equations that may
be solved for jt2M1;n−1 CK1;n−1j and jt2M CKj. We now state Problems MCK1,
2, 3 of this type that are suggested by MK1, 2, 3. Solutions appear in later sections.
Problem MCK1. Let M and K be as defined in (1) and (2).
Let
C D cEnn: (6)
This system is a fixed–fixed system with one damper placed between the nth mass
and the ground. Given the eigenvalues .t2M C tC CK/ and the damping constant
c, determine the entries of M and K.
Problem MCK2. Let M and K be as defined in (1) and (2).
Let
C D
2664
0 0 0
0 c −c−c c 0
0 0 0
3775 ; (7)
where the non-zero entriesc in C are in rows and columns j; jC1. This is a fixed–
fixed system, except with a damper placed between mass j and mass jC1. Given the
eigenvalues .t2M C tC C K/, the index j, and the damping constant c, determine
the entries of M and K.
Problem MCK3. Let M and K be as defined in (1) and (2). Define C D cEjj and
OK D K C kEjj . The system .M;C; OK/ is a fixed–fixed system, except with mass j
attached to ground with a spring of stiffness k and a damper with damping coefficient
c. Given the eigenvalues .t2M C tC C OK/, the index j, the damping constant c and
the spring constant k, determine the entries of M and K.
2. Problem MCK0, 2 by 2
We will first consider solutions with C a multiple of K. We follow the terminology
in [9] and call this possibility proportional damping. Proportional damping is easily
identified from the eigenvalue data. Suppose that C D .c=k/K . Then multiplying
through from the left and right byM−1=2 gives
t2I C t c
k
M−1=2KM−1=2 CM−1=2KM−1=2:
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It then follows that the eigenvalues .t2MC tCCK/ D fj  ij g and .t2MC
K/ D fij g must satisfy
.j  ij /2 C c
k
.j  ij /2j C 2j D 0
for some indexing. This leads to a necessary and sufficient condition for a propor-
tional damping solution:
− .j  ij /
2 C 2j
.j  ij /2j
(8)
is a real non-negative constant independent of j (c=k). The solution to such a problem
is highly non-unique. Let eigenvalues j and j  j be given. If the condition (8)
holds, then any .M;K/ satisfying .t2M CK/ D fij g yields a solution, with the
ratio .c=k/ and thus also C recovered from the ratio (8).
Theorem 1. Let j ; j ; j V j D 1; 2 with j < 0; j > 0 for j D 1; 2 and 0 <
1 < 2 be given. Assume these numbers do not satisfy the criteria for proportional
damping stated above. Then there are positive numbers m1;m2; c1; c2; k1; k2 such
that
.t2M C tC CK/ D fj  ij g
and
.t2M CK/ D fij g
where
M D

m1 0
0 m2

; C D

c1 C c2 −c2
−c2 c2

; K D

k1 C k2 −k2
−k2 k2

if and only if the following conditions are met:
1: .21 C 21 /.22 C 22 / D 2122;
2: q > 0;
3: r2 − 4q > 0 and
4: 21 <
γ 2 − q
γ 2 − γp < 
2
2;
where
 D 2122;
 D 21 C 22;
p D −2.1 C 2/;
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q D .21 C 21 /C 412 C .22 C 22 /− ;
r D −22.21 C 21 /− 21.22 C 22 /
and
γ D r C
p
r2 − 4q
2
:
Furthermore, If the conditions are met and the polynomial is normalized so that
m1m2 D 1, then there are exactly two solutions.
Defining ‘ to be the sandwiched quantity in condition 4, one solution is given by
k2 D
q
‘− − ‘2;
k1 D 
k2
;
m2 D ‘
k2
;
m1 D 1
m2
;
c2 D k2γ
and
c1 D q
c2
:
The second solution is given by replacing γ with
γ− D r −
p
r2 − 4q
2
:
Our proof method is an elementary analysis of the polynomial identities jt2M C
tCCKj D .t−1i1/.t−2i2/ and jt2MCKj D .t−i1/.t−i2/. It is clear
that condition (1), which may be obtained by setting t D 0 in these identities, extends
in an obvious way to higher dimensions. Conditions (2)–(4) arise from existence of
a positive solution to the system of non-linear equations given by the coefficients
in the polynomial identities mentioned above. It is not at all clear what form these
conditions might take in higher dimensions.
Numerical examples can be produced easily by a computer program such as
MATLAB. First chose eigenvalue data satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1
and condition (1). Next, compute the two solutions M;C;K using the formulas
contained in the body of the theorem. The results will be mass–damper–spring triples
if conditions (2)–(4) hold.
Proof. We will first show that existence of a solution implies the four conditions.
Secondly, we construct a solution with detM D 1, under the assumption that the
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four conditions hold. Thirdly, we show that if the four conditions hold, then there are
exactly two solutions with det M D 1.
Part 1. Let ;; p; q and r be as previously defined. Suppose that a solution
exists. It remains a solution after scaling, so assume that
M D

m 0
0 1
m

:
Expanding the determinant jt2M CKj D .t2 C 21/.t2 C 22/ we obtain
 D k1k2
and
 D k1 C k2
m
C k2m:
Expanding jt2M C tC CKj DQ2jD1.t − j  ij / we obtain
k1k2 D .21 C 21 /.22 C 22 /;
which shows that condition (1) is necessary. We also obtain
p D c1 C c2
m
C c2m
and
r D k1c2 C k2c1:
Examining the difference jt2M C tC CKj − jt2M CKj gives
q D c1c2:
As c1 and c2 are both positive, condition (2) must hold. Using the above iden-
tities, we see that r2 − 4q D .k1c2 − k2c1/2. Condition (3) must hold because
.k1c2 − k2c1/ D 0 implies proportional damping. We find after a somewhat long but
elementary algebraic manipulation that
γ 2 − q
γ 2 − γp D mk2;
which is a diagonal element of
M−1=2KM−1=2;
so condition (4) follows from interlacing.
Part 2. Suppose that the four conditions hold. Let ;; p; q; and r be as previ-
ously defined. We construct a solution with
M D

m 0
0 1
m

:
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Clearly, a solution to the system of equations
 D k1k2;
 D k1 C k2
m
C k2m;
p D c1 C c2
m
C c2m;
q D c1c2
and
r D k1c2 C k2c1;
with cj ; kj ;m > 0; will be a solution to the problem. Towards solving this system,
we first eliminate c1 by substituting c1 D q=c2 and eliminate k1 in similar fashion
with k1 D =k2. For brevity, we set k D k2 and c D c2 We have now reduced to three
equations:
 D 
km
C k
m
C km; (9)
p D q
cm
C c
m
C cm
and
r D c
k
C qk
c
:
Multiplying the second and third equation by c and regrouping yields

k
c2 − rc C kq D 0
and 
mC 1
m

c2 − pc C q
m
D 0:
The quadratic formula supplies
c D k
 
r pr2 − 4q
2
!
D p 
p
p2 − 4.mC 1=m/q=m
2.mC 1=m/ :
Setting
γ D r C
p
r2 − 4q
2
and re-arranging gives
2

kmC k
m

γ − p D 
q
p2 − 4.1C 1=m2/q:
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Squaring, canceling common factors and common terms gives
kmC k
m

kmC k
m

γ − p

γ D −

1C 1
m2

p: (10)
Return to (9); notice that this equation involves only the undamped system and
that there is a unique solution to this problem (given the assumed form of M) for each
value of km in the interval .21; 
2
2/: Furthermore, we may obtain the expressions
kmC k
m

D − 
km
and
1C 1
m2
D 1
km

− 
km

from (9). Substituting into (10) and defining ‘ D km, we obtain
− 
‘

γ

− 
‘

− p

γ D −1
‘

− 
‘

q: (11)
This last equation (‘ is the unknown) has two solutions. One is =, which is easily
seen to be outside of the interval .21; 
2
2/. The other solution is the sandwiched
quantity in condition (4). This shows that there exists a solution to the inverse ei-
genvalue problem provided the four conditions hold. It is clear that there is at most
one other solution; this second solution would be obtained by using γ− in place of
γ . It is not clear at this point though that condition (4) need hold with this different
value for γ .
Part 3. Continue to suppose that the four conditions hold. We have already shown
that under these conditions a solution exists. In this section, we will refer to it as the
first solution. Let ;; p; q; and r be as previously defined. We will show that if γ−
is used in condition (4) instead of γ , as defined above, then condition (4) continues
to hold, yielding a second solution to the inverse eigenvalue problem.
We find after some algebraic manipulation that
γ− D c1
k1
;
where the quantities c1; k1 are parameters in the first solution. Next
γ 2− − q
γ 2− − γ−p
D k1
1=mCm;
where again, m is from the first solution. Furthermore, the inequality
21 <
k1
1=mCm < 
2
2
is equivalent to
21 < −

‘
< 22; (12)
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where ‘ is the quantity appearing at the end of part two; i.e., it is the sandwiched
quantity in condition NC4. It is easily verified that ‘ 6D − =‘ and that (12) holds
when 21 < ‘ < 
2
2, so the claim of the third part follows. 
3. Problem MCK1
Solution to Problem MCK1. We shall initially assume that .M;C;K/ as described
in Problem MCK1 is given. We denote the eigenvalues of .M;C;K/ by zi and look
for conditions that these eigenvalues must satisfy by expanding the determinant of
t2M C tC CK as follows
jt2M C tC CKjDjt2M C OK C .tc C kn/Ennj
Djt2M C OKj C
t2M1;n−1 CK1;n−1 0 tc C kn

Djt2M C OKj C .tc C kn/jt2M1;n−1 CK1;n−1j;
where OK D K − knEnn. Now define
pz.t/ D jt
2M C tC CKj
jMj ;
p.t/ D jt
2M C OKj
jMj
and
pγ .t/ D jt
2M1;n−1 CK1;n−1j
jM1;n−1j :
The determinantal expansion may now be written as
pz.t/ D p.t/C ct C kn
mn
pγ .t/: (13)
We next decompose pz.t/ into even .f .t/ D f .−t// and odd .f .t/ D −f .−t//
parts: pz.t/ D pz;o.t/C pz;e.t/. As p.t/ and pγ .t/ are both even, (13) yields
pz;o.t/ D ct
mn
pγ .t/;
which can be re-written as
pγ .t/ D mn
ct
pz;o.t/: (14)
Equating the coefficients of t2n−1 in (14) gives
− c
mn
D
2nX
iD1
zi : (15)
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After substituting (14) into (13), we solve for p.t/, obtaining
p.t/ D pz;e.t/− kn
ct
pz;o.t/: (16)
We now state conditions that the polynomial pz must satisfy. First, we denote the
roots of pγ .t/ by iγi . They must be non-zero pure imaginary conjugate pairs be-
cause γ 2i are the eigenvalues of the irreducible positive definite symmetric tridiagonal
matrix tM1;n−1 − K1;n−1. Next, we denote the roots of p.t/ by ii . They also
must be non-zero pure imaginary conjugate pairs, since2i are the eigenvalues of the
irreducible symmetric positive definite tridiagonal matrix tM − OK. As the γ 2i are the
eigenvalues of the matrix obtained by removing the last row and column, the γi and
i , once placed in increasing order, must satisfy the strict interlacing inequalities:
0 < 2i < γ
2
1 < 
2
2 <    < γ 2n−1 < 2n: (17)
This shows that if .M;C;K/ is as described in Problem MCK1, then the eigen-
values zi of .M;C;K/ must satisfy the following conditions (stated in terms of the
polynomial pz):
1. the quantity defined in (15) is negative and
2. the polynomials p and pγ defined in (16) and (14), respectively, have distinct
pure imaginary roots satisfying the interlacing inequalities (17).
We now will argue that these conditions are sufficient for existence of a solution.
We will see that there is in fact a two parameter family of solutions. It is algebraically
expedient to parametrize by c and kn. Let c, kn and n complex conjugate pairs zi; Nzi
be given. Define pz DQ.t − zi/.t − Nzi/ and suppose further that the two conditions
stated above hold. Then the numbers γi may be found via Eq. (14) and the numbers
i can be found via Eq. (16). The numbermn can be found using the data c and Eq.
(15).
The key element in our sufficiency argument is a standard mass–spring recon-
struction result which we state in the closing section.
By direct application of Lemmas 1 and 2, which appear in the closing section,
there exists .M; OK/ such that the eigenvalues .t2MC OK/ are the numbersii , the
eigenvalues .t2M1;n−1CK1;n−1/ are the numbersiγi , andmn is as specified. The
matrix t2M C OK contains m1; : : : ;mn and k0; : : : ; kn−1. Since c and kn are treated
as given data, this determines .M;C;K/. It is clear that the eigenvalues .t2M C
tC CK/ are the numbers zi from the determinantal expansion
jt2M C tC CKj D jt2M C OKj C .tc C kn/jt2M1;n−1 CK1;n−1j;
since by construction, the right-hand side of this expression is
jMj.p.t/C .tc C kn/
mn
pγ .t//
D jMj.pz;e.t/− kn
ct
pz;o.t/C .tc C kn/
mn
mn
ct
pz;o.t//
D jMjpz.t/:
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We now consider uniqueness of the solution. By (14), the eigenvalues .t2M1;n−1
CK1;n−1/ are a function of the data zi . Likewise, by (16), the eigenvalues .t2M C
OK/ are uniquely determined by the data. By Eq. (15),mn is determined (we consider
c to be part of the given data). Thus, by Lemmas 1 and 2, .M; OK/ is uniquely de-
termined. The spring constant kn is part of the given data, so .M;C;K/ is uniquely
determined by zi; kn and c.
We summarize these findings on Problem MCK1 with the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Given complex conjugate pairs z1; Nz1; : : : ; zn; Nzn and positive real num-
bers kn; c, find mn by using (15) and then form the polynomials p.t/ and pγ .t/ of
(16) and (14), respectively, with pz D Q.t − zi/.t − Nzi/. There exists a unique
solution .M;C;K/ to Problem MCK1 if and only if Eq. (15) has positive solution
mn and the roots of p.t/ and pγ .t/ are distinct pure imaginary pairs satisfying the
interlacing inequalities (17).
A more detailed examination of the two by two case , with a numerical example,
completes the discussion of Problem MCK1. Consider the polynomial equation (13).
Denote the coefficient of tr in pz by ar . Eq. (15) gives
m2 D c
a3
;
Eq. (14) gives
pγ .t/ D t2 C a1
a3
and Eq. (16) gives
p.t/ D t4 C

a2 − k2a3
c

t2 C

a0 − k2a1
c

:
For a numerical illustration, we choose z1;2 D 2  i; z3;4 D 1  2i; c D 6 and
k2 D 2. The polynomial pz.t/ then is
pz.t/ D t4 C 6t3 C 18t2 C 30t C 25:
Using the above identities, we obtain
pγ .t/ D t2 C 5;
and
p.t/ D t4 C 16t2 C 15:
Use of the construction in the last section of this work leads to
.M;C;K/ D
 "
121
40 0
0 1
#
;

0 0
0 6

;
 33
8 C 11 −11−11 11C 2
!
:
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4. Problem MCK2
Solution to Problem MCK2. Our overall strategy for solving MCK2 is similar
to that used for MCK1. First, we will assume that .M;C;K/ as described in the
statement of Problem MCK2 is given, for the purpose of deriving conditions that
the eigenvalues .t2M C tCCK/must satisfy. Next, we show that these eigenvalue
conditions are sufficient for a solution to exist. We continue by introducing a stronger
condition that is necessary and sufficient for a finite number of solutions to exists.
We conclude with a summarizing theorem and a low dimensional example.
To derive necessary conditions on the eigenvalues of t2M C tC C K we assume
that .M;C;K/ is given, and use the notation OK as in the statement of Problem MK2,
i.e., OK is obtained from K by setting kj D 0. We start with a determinantal expansion,
this time similar to the one used to prove Theorem 4 of [6]. As with Problem MCK1,
we then consider even and odd parts of the resulting polynomial equation.
jt2M C tC CKj D


t2M1;j C OK1;j 0
0 t2MjC1;n C OKjC1;n

C
2664
0 0 0 0
0 tc C k −tc − k 0
0 −tc − k Ctc C k 0
0 0 0 0
3775

D jt2M1;j C OK1;j j  jt2MjC1;n C OKjC1;nj
C .tc C k/.jt2M1;j C OK1;j j  jt2MjC2;n C OKjC2;nj
C jt2M1;j−1 C OK1;j−1j  jt2MjC1;n C OKjC1;nj/;
where k is the kj of K, and the notation OK1;j , etc., is as used in the statement of
Problem MK2.
We will use the following notations for the monic polynomials obtained from each
of the determinantal polynomials above:
1: pz.t/ D jt
2M C tC CKj
jMj ;
2: p.t/ D jt
2M1;j C OK1;j j
jM1;j j ;
3: p.t/ D jt
2MjC1;n C OKjC1;nj
jMjC1;nj ;
4: p Q.t/ D jt
2M1;j−1 C OK1;j−1j
jM1;j−1j
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and
5: p Q.t/ D
jt2MjC2;n C OKjC2;nj
jMjC2;nj :
We pause for a moment to discuss the root structure of all but the first of these
polynomials. Denote the roots of p.t/ by ii . These roots must be distinct non-
zero pure imaginary conjugate pairs because 2i are the eigenvalues .tM1;j− OK1;j /,
a symmetric irreducible positive definite tridiagonal matrix. The same line of reas-
oning shows that the roots of p.t/; p Q.t/ and p Q.t/ are also distinct non-zero pure
imaginary conjugate pairs. We will denote these roots as ii;i Qi and i Qi , re-
spectively. Next, since Q2i are the eigenvalues .tM1;j−1− OK1;j−1/ and this matrix is
obtained from .tM1;j − OK1;j / by removing the last row and column, the inequalities
21 < Q21 < 22 < Q22 <    < Q2j−1 < 2j (18)
must hold when the roots are placed in increasing order. Similar reasoning applied
to the  roots shows that if they are placed in increasing order, then the inequalities
21 < Q21 < 22 < Q22 <    < Q2n−j−1 < 2n−j (19)
must hold.
The determinantal expansion can be written in terms of these polynomials as
pz.t/ D p.t/p.t/C tc C k
mjC1
p.t/p Q.t/C
tc C k
mj
p Q.t/p.t/: (20)
Denoting the even–odd decomposition of pz.t/ by pz;e.t/ C pz;o.t/ and using the
fact that p.t/; p.t/; p O.t/ and p O.t/ are all even polynomials, we obtain
pz;o.t/ D ct
mjC1
p.t/p Q.t/C
ct
mj
p Q.t/p.t/
and
pz;e.t/ D p.t/p.t/C k
mjC1
p.t/p Q.t/C
k
mj
p Q.t/p.t/:
Re-arranging, we obtain
1
mjC1
p.t/p Q.t/C
1
mj
p Q.t/p.t/ D 1
ct
pz;o.t/ (21)
and
p.t/p.t/ D pz;e.t/− k
ct
pz;o.t/ (22)
Since the roots of p.t/ and p.t/ are distinct non-zero pure imaginary conjugate
pairs, we may conclude that the roots of the right-hand side of (22) are non-zero
pure imaginary conjugate pairs. Furthermore, these roots can be partitioned into two
sets of distinct conjugate pairs, one of size j and the other of size n − j . This is
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possible if and only if there are no roots of multiplicity more than 2, and the number
of conjugate pairs of multiplicity 2 is at most minfj; n− j g.
We now compute two partial fraction decompositions, the first being:
p Q.t/
mjp.t/
D
Qj−1
iD1 .t2 C Q2i /
mj
Qj
iD1.t2 C 2i /
D
jX
iD1
fi
t2 C 2i
:
The decomposition must take this particular form, with all fi positive, because of the
inequalities (18). Second,
p Q.t/
mjC1p.t/
D
Qn−j−1
iD1 .t2 C Q2i /
mjC1
Qn−j
iD1 .t2 C 2i /
D
n−jX
iD1
gi
t2 C 2i
;
where the gi are positive because of the inequalities (19).
We may now decompose the ratio of the polynomials defined in (21) and (22) as
follows:
1
ct
pz;o.t/
pz;e.t/− kct pz;o.t/
D
jX
iD1
fi
t2 C 2i
C
n−jX
iD1
gi
t2 C 2i
: (23)
Since the polynomials of (21) and (22) are defined in terms of the eigenvalues
.t2M C tC C K/, this decomposition amounts to a condition that the eigenval-
ues must satisfy. As the left-hand side of (23) involves not only the zi but also the
parameters c and k, we elect to consider them as data, along with the zi .
Notice that if the roots of pz;e.t/ − kct pz;o.t/, the denominator of the left-hand
side of (23), are distinct then the decomposition (23) is in fact the partial fraction
decomposition of the ratio on the left-hand side, in which case the coefficients fi
and gi are uniquely determined. If, on the other hand, some root is repeated, then the
coefficients are not uniquely determined because if 2p D 2q , then fp and gq are not
uniquely determined, although fp C gq is uniquely determined.
The above argument proves one half of the following theorem.
Theorem 3. We are given complex conjugate pairs z1; Nz1; : : : ; zn; Nzn, which are
intended to be the eigenvalues of .M;C;K/ of the type described in Problem MCK2.
We are given an integer 1 6 j < n, and real positive numbers c and k, the damping
coefficient and the jth spring constant. Form the polynomials (21) and (22), using
pz DQ.t − zi/.t − Nzi/.
There is a solution to Problem MCK2 if and only if
1. The roots of the polynomial defined in (22) are non-zero pure imaginary conjugate
pairs, each of multiplicity at most two. The number of multiplicity two conjugate
pairs is at most minfj; n− j g.
2. The ratio of the polynomials defined in (21) and (22) admits a decomposition of
the form (23).
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There are a finite number of solutions to MCK2 if condition (1) is strengthened to
1. The roots of the polynomial defined in (22) are distinct non-zero pure imaginary
conjugate pairs.
Now assume that complex conjugate pairs zi ; Nzi ; i D 1; : : : ; n, an index j such that
1 6 j < n and positive numbers c; k which satisfy the above conditions are given.
Define pz D Q.t − zi/.t − Nzi/. Notice that the rational expression on the left-hand
side of (23) is completely determined by the given spectral data and the parameters
c; k. Given a decomposition of the form (23), the eigenvalues i Qi of t2M1;j−1 C
OK1;j−1 can be expressed in terms the fi and i , hence in terms of the given data
1
mj
j−1Y
iD1
.t2 C Q2i / D
jX
kD1
fk
Y
i 6Dk
.t2 C 2i /: (24)
Inequalities (18) must hold because the fi are all positive. Similarly, the eigenval-
ues i Qi of t2MjC2;n C OKjC2;n can be obtained from
1
mjC1
n−j−1Y
iD1
.t2 C Q2i / D
n−jX
kD1
gk
Y
i 6Dk
.t2 C 2i /: (25)
Inequalities (19) must hold because the gi are all positive.
By comparing the lead coefficients in Eqs. (24) and (25), one may obtain values
formj and mjC1,
mj D 1Pj
kD1 fk
and
mjC1 D 1Pn−j
kD1 gk
:
The matrices M1;j and OK1;j are uniquely determined by mj; i and Qi upon ap-
plication of Lemmas 1 and 2. Similarly,MjC1;n and OKjC1;n are uniquely determined
by i , Oi and mjC1. Thus, we have shown how to construct the matrices M;C;K
from the given data.
If the stronger form of condition (1) holds, then once the roots of the polynomial
(22) are partitioned into sets of j and n− j conjugate pairs, the coefficients fi and gi
in (23) are uniquely determined. As there are a finite number of ways of partitioning
this root set, there are a finite number of solutions.
We will end the discussion of Problem MCK2 with a more detailed analysis of
the two by two case and a numerical example. When n D 2, we write pz.t/ as
t4 C a3t3 C a2t2 C a1t C a0. The index j is forced to be j D 1 by 1  j < 2.
Since the submatrices t2M1;j−1 C OK1;j−1 and t2MjC1;n C OKjC1;n are empty, the
polynomials p Q.t/ and p Q.t/ are both the constant 1. Eq. (21) then becomes
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p.t/
m2
C p.t/
m1
D a3
c
t2 C a1
c
and (22) becomes
p.t/p.t/ D t4 C

a2 − ka3
c

t2 C

a0 − ka1
c

:
The first condition for existence of a solution reduces to this polynomial having
pure imaginary roots. We will denote them asi and i. Implicit in this labeling
is the partitioning of the root set into roots of p.t/ and p.t/.
The second condition for existence may be expressed, by use of the elementary
system of equations approach to the partial fraction decomposition, as: there are
positive numbers 1=m1 and 1=m2 solving
1:
a3
c
D 1
m1
C 1
m2
;
2:
a1
c
D 
2
m1
C 
2
m2
:
It is clear how  6D  leads to a finite number of solutions.
Now for our numerical example. Let z1;2 D 12i; z3;4 D 2 i, c D 3 and k D 1.
This gives a0 D 25; a1 D 30; a2 D 18; and a3 D 6. Then f2; 2g D f1; 15g. The
choice of  D 1; 2 D 15 gives m1 D 7=4 and m2 D 7=10. The solution is
.M;C;K/ D
 " 7
4 0
0 710
#
;

3 −3
−3 3

;
 7
4 C 1 −1
−1 212 C 1
!
:
5. Problem MCK3
Solution to Problem MCK3. We take the same general approach to this problem
as we did with the two previous problems.
First, assume that .M;C; OK/ as described in Problem MCK3 is given. Expanding
the determinant of t2M C tC C OK , we obtain
jt2M C tC C OKj
D jt2M CK C .tc C k/Ejj j
D jt2M CKj C

266666666664
0
t2M1;j−1 CK1;j−1
::: 0
0
0 : : :0 − kj−1 tc C k −kj 0 : : : 0
0
0
::: t2MjC1;n CKjC1;n
0
377777777775
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D jt2M CKj C .tc C k/.jt2M1;j−1 CK1;j−1j/.jt2MjC1;n CKjC1;nj/:
If we set
1: pz.t/ D jt
2M C tC C OKj
jMj ;
2: p.t/ D jt
2M CKj
jMj ;
3: p.t/ D jt
2M1;j−1 CK1;j−1j
jM1;j−1j
and
4: p.t/ D jt
2MjC1;n CKjC1;nj
jMjC1;nj ;
then the determinantal expansion of t2M C tC C OK can be written as
pz.t/ D p.t/C tc C k
mj
p.t/p.t/:
The roots of p.t/; p.t/ and p.t/ are each non-zero distinct pure imaginary
conjugate pairs, and we denote them by i1; : : : ;in, i1; : : : ;ij−1 and
i1; : : : ;in−j , respectively. Separating pz.t/ into even and odd parts gives
pz;e.t/ D p.t/C k
mj
p.t/p.t/
and
pz;o.t/ D ct
mj
p.t/p.t/:
Notice thatmj can be recovered from c and the coefficient p2n−1 of t2n−1 in pz;o:
mj D c
p2n−1
: (26)
We may also solve for p.t/ and the product p.t/p.t/:
p.t/p.t/ D mj
ct
pz;o.t/; (27)
and
p.t/ D pz;e.t/− k
ct
pz;o.t/: (28)
We conclude that the roots of the polynomial defined in (28) are distinct non-zero
pure imaginary conjugate pairs, and the roots of the polynomial defined in (27) are
non-zero pure imaginary conjugate pairs, each of multiplicity at most two, with at
most minfj − 1; n− j g multiplicity two conjugate pairs.
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We digress from our goal of finding conditions that pz.t/must satisfy to note that
from the data zi ; k; and c, we are able to find the eigenvalues .t2M CK/, (the i ),
.t2M1;j−1 CK1;j−1/ and .t2MjC1;n CKjC1;n/, (the i and i). This data is the
same as that used in [3] to construct the matrices M and K. However, that construction
differs in one small detail: in [3], the spring matrix K is of the fixed–free type, i.e.,
kn is assumed to be zero, but in the present work, K is type fixed–fixed, so kn > 0.
To account for this difference and to make the present work more self-contained, we
reproduce and modify some of the [3] treatment.
Returning to our derivation of conditions that pz.t/ must satisfy, we expand the
determinant jt2M CKj along the j th row:
jt2M CKj D .t2mj C kj−1 C kj /jt2M1;j−1 CK1;j−1jjt2MjC1;n CKjC1;nj
−k2j−1jt2M1;j−2 CK1;j−2jjt2MjC1;n CKjC1;nj
−k2j jt2M1;j−1 CK1;j−1jjt2MjC2;n CKjC2;nj:
Define
p Q.t/ D jt
2M1;j−2 CK1;j−2j
jM1;j−2j
and
p Q.t/ D
jt2MjC2;n CKjC2;nj
jMjC2;nj :
Denote the roots of p Q.t/ by i Q1; : : : ;i Qj−2 and those of p Q.t/ by i Q1; : : : ;
i Qn−j−1. The roots of p.t/; p Q.t/; p.t/ and p Q.t/ satisfy the family of interla-
cing inequalities
21 < Q21 < 22 < Q22 <    < Q2j−2 < 2j−1 (29)
and
21 < Q21 < 22 < Q22 < : : : < Q2n−j−1 < 2n−j (30)
when these numbers are placed in increasing order. We may re-write the above
determinantal equality in terms of the monic polynomials we have defined:
p.t/D

t2 C kj−1 C kj
mj

p.t/p.t/
− k
2
j−1
mj−1mj
p Q.t/p.t/−
k2j
mjmjC1
p.t/p Q.t/:
Division by p.t/p.t/ gives
p.t/
p.t/p.t/
D t2 C kj−1 C kj
mj
− k
2
j−1
mj−1mj
p Q.t/
p.t/
− k
2
j
mjmjC1
p Q.t/
p.t/
:
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Since the roots of the polynomials p Q.t/ and p.t/ satisfy the inequalities (29),
the rational function p Q.t/=p.t/ has partial fraction decomposition of the form
p Q.t/
p.t/
D
j−1X
iD1
fi
t2 C 2i
;
with all fi ’s positive. Similarly, because of (30),
p Q.t/
p.t/
D
n−jX
iD1
gi
t2 C 2i
;
with all gi’s positive. Thus, we may write
p.t/
p.t/p.t/
D t2 C kj−1 C kj
mj
− k
2
j−1
mj−1mj

j−1X
iD1
fi
t2 C 2i
− k
2
j
mjmjC1
n−jX
iD1
gi
t2 C 2i
:
This completes the derivation of conditions that the eigenvalues fzig D .t2M C
tC C OK/ must satisfy. We summarize them with a theorem statement. Proof that the
conditions are sufficient for the existence of t2M C tC C OK follow the theorem.
Theorem 4. Let complex conjugate pairs z1; Nz1; : : : ; zn; Nzn, positive numbers c; k
and an index 1 < j < n be given. There is a solution to Problem MCK3 if and only
if the following hold (with pz defined as
Q
.t − zi/.t − Nzi/):
1. mj as defined in (26) is positive.
2. The roots of the polynomial defined in (28) are distinct non-zero pure imaginary
conjugate pairs, and the roots of the polynomial defined in (27) are non-zero pure
imaginary conjugate pairs, each of multiplicity at most two, with at most minfj−
1; n− j g multiplicity two conjugate pairs, and
3. The ratio of the polynomials defined in (28) and (27) may be decomposed as
pz;e.t/− kct pz;o.t/
mj
ct
pz;o.t/
D t2 C γ −
j−1X
iD1
f 0i
t2 C 2i
−
n−jX
iD1
g0i
t2 C 2i
; (31)
with γ; f 0i ; and g0i all positive.
Now, suppose that n conjugate pairs z1; barz1; : : : ; zn; Nzn and positive numbers
c; k are given, along with an index 1 < j < n. Define pz as
Q
.t − zi/.t − Nzi/
and form the polynomials (28) and (27), using the formulation of mj given in (26).
Assume that the three conditions hold. Because of the second condition, it is possible
to partition the roots set of the polynomial p.t/p.t/ defined in (27) into two sets
of distinct conjugate pairs: i1 : : : ij−1 and i1 : : : in−j . Condition three
gives the numbers f 0i and g0i appearing in (31). Let
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b D
vuutj−1X
iD1
f 0i
and
c D
vuutn−jX
iD1
g0i :
Denote the roots of the polynomial
p.t/
j−1X
iD1
f 0i
t2 C 2i
by i Qi and those of
p.t/
n−jX
iD1
g0i
t2 C 2i
by i Qi . As the f 0i and g0i are positive, the inequalities (29) and (30) must hold.
Therefore, by Lemma 1, there is a unique Jacobi matrix T1;j−1 such that .T1;j−1/ D
f2i g and .T1;j−2/ D f Q2i g. Likewise, use of the ’s gives a unique TjC1;n such that
.TjC1;n/ D f2i g and .TjC2;n/ D f Q2i g
Define
T D
24 T1;j−1 −b 00 : : :0− b γ −c0 : : :0
0 −c TjC1;n
35 :
The specification ofmj by (26) and application of Lemma 3 gives a one parameter
familyM;K such that K D M1=2TM1=2.
To verify that .t2M C tC C OK/ D fzig, we first note that by construction
jt2M CKj
jMj D p.t/ D pz;e.t/−
k
ct
pz;o.t/;
jt2M1;j−1 CK1;j−1j
jM1;j−1j D p.t/
and
jt2MjC1;n CKjC1;nj
jMjC1;nj D p.t/;
where the product p.t/p.t/ D .mj=ct/pz;o: Next, by determinantal expansion,
jt2M C tC C OKjDjt2M CKj C .tc C k/jt2M1;j−1
CK1;j−1j  jt2MjC1;n CKjC1;nj
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DjMj.pz;e.t/− k
ct
pz;o.t/C tc C k
mj
 mj
ct
pz;o.t//
DjMjpz.t/:
This concludes our sufficiency argument.
We now discuss uniqueness of the solution. There are three sources of non-
uniqueness in this problem. First, Lemma 3 provides a one parameter family of mass
and spring matrices M;K once the Jacobi matrix T is given. Second, the roots of
the polynomial p.t/p.t/ defined in (27) must be partitioned into roots of p.t/
and roots of p.t/. There are a finite number of ways to do this. The third way
that uniqueness fails is that if p.t/ and p.t/ have root(s) in common, then the
coefficients f 0i and g0i defined in (31) are not uniquely determined. For instance, if
2i D 2i in (31), then the sum of f 0i and g0i is fixed, with f 0i and g0i positive. The first
two types of non-uniqueness are inherit in this problem, but the third may or may not
appear, depending on the data fzig. It is somewhat surprising that this dependence
may be easily described.
Theorem 5. The polynomial defined in (27) has distinct roots if and only if Rezi < 0
for all i.
Proof. Clearly, Rezi < 0 for all i means that if x.t/ solves Mx 00 C Cx 0 C OKx D 0,
then jjx.t/jj ! 0 as t ! 1. By the argument in [3, p. 1017], a double root of
p.t/p.t/ is equivalent to an eigenvector y of T with yj D 0. However, this is
equivalent to a fundamental solution x.t/ with xj .t/ D 0. For such a solution, we
have Mx 00 C Cx 0 C OKx D Mx 00 C Kx D 0, which is undamped, so jjx.t/jj is
constant. 
6. Construction of solutions
In each of the Problems MCK1, 2, 3, a constructive proof of existence is given.
These constructions hinge on a basic Jacobi matrix result, and one of two methods
of producing mass and spring matrices M and K corresponding to a Jacobi matrix T.
We supply here a method for computing the Jacobi matrices and the mass and spring
matrices. We make no claim that our recipes are good in a numerical sense, only that
they are short and easy to follow. The question of Jacobi matrix reconstruction has
been especially well studied. One should see [5] for original material on this subject,
and [3] for a recent summary of available techniques. We conclude the section by
illustrating how our constructive proofs may be translated into computer algorithms
with a MATLAB program which solves Problem MCK3 for the case Re zi < 0.
Lemma 1. Let numbers i V i D 1; : : : ; n and Qi V i D 1; : : : ; n− 1 be given. There
is an n  n Jacobi matrix T satisfying .T / D fig and .T2;n/ D fQig if and only
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if 0 < 1 < Q1 < 2 < Q2 < 3 < : : : < Qn−1 < n be given. T is unique, and the
theorem continues to hold with T2;n replaced with T1;n−1.
Construction of T: Let p.t/ be the monic polynomial with roots i and let pQ.t/
be the monic polynomial with roots Qi . Compute the partial fraction decomposition
p.t/
pQ.t/
D t − a C
n−1X
iD1
bi
t − Qi
:
Set ui D p−bi and define
B D

a ut
u QK

;
where QK D diag fQ1; : : : ; Qn−1g Next, by Housholder reduction to tridiagonal form,
there is an n− 1 n− 1 real orthogonal matrix Q such that
.1Q/B.1QT/ D T ;
where T is tri-diagonal. Finish the construction by setting each off-diagonal entry
ti;i1 to −jti;i1j.
Lemma 2. Given a positive definite Jacobi matrix T and positive numbermn, there
exists a unique mass–spring system .M; OK/ withmn as specified and K of type fixed–
free such that K D M1=2TM1=2.
Remark. The equalityK D M1=2TM1=2 implies that .t2ICT / D .t2MCK /
for every index set   f1; : : : ; ng.
Construction of M and K: Let x D T −1e1. Set Dx D diag fx1; : : : ; xng. Let
K D DxTDx and M D D2x . All positive multiples .cM; cK/ will satisfy K D
M1=2TM1=2; one may choose the multiple to obtain the desired value for mn.
Lemma 3. Given a positive definite Jacobi matrix T and positive numbermj , there
exists a one parameter set .M;K/ with M positive diagonal and K of type fixed–fixed
such that K D M1=2TM1=2.
Construction of M and K: Let u D T −1e1 and v D T −1en. The vectors u and v are
entry-wise positive. The equationpmj D auj C bvj has a one dimensional solution
set. Select any positive solution. Set D D diag fau1 C bv1; : : : ; aun C bvng. Then
set M D D2 andK D DTD.
MATLAB programs:
function [M,C,Kh] = pr3(z,kk,cc)
%Computes solution to prob MCK3, Re z<0, for n=5 and j=3.
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%Input: kk=extra spring, cc=damper, z=sigma(t^2M+tC+kH).
n=5;
j=3;
pz=poly(z);
pzo1=pz(2:2:2*n);
pze1=pz(1:2:2*n+1);
mj=cc/pzo1(1);
pab1=pzo1/pzo1(1);
plam1= pze1-(kk/cc)*[0,pzo1];
[r,p,k]=residue(plam1,pab1);
%partition roots of pab1 and partial fraction coefficients
on next line.
%This may be altered to obtain other solutions.
fp=r(1:j-1);gp=r(j:n-1);alp=-p(1:j-1);bet=-p(j:n-1);
[pap,pa]=residue(fp,alp,[]);
[pbp,pb]=residue(gp,bet,[]);
T1=jacobi2(alp,roots(pap));
T2=flipud(fliplr(jacobi2(bet,roots(pbp))));
b=sqrt(-sum(fp));
c=sqrt(-sum(gp));
%the next two lines depend on n and j
T=[T1,[0,0,0;-b,0,0];0,-b,k(2),-c,0;[0,0,-c;0,0,0],T2];
u=T\[1;0;0;0;0];v=T\[0;0;0;0;1];
%The next line may be altered to produce other solutions
x=(sqrt(mj)/(u(j)+v(j)))*(u+v);
D=diag(x);
M=D^2;
Kh=D*T*D;
Kh(j,j)=Kh(j,j)+kk;
C=zeros(n,n);
C(j,j)=cc;
return
function J=jacobi2(lam,mu)
%lam and mu are rows of n and n-1 interlaced numbers.
%t = jacobi(lam,mu) returns a jacobi matrix t with
%sigma(t) = 1am and sigma (t_{1:n-1} = mu.
n=max(size(mu));
plam=poly(lam);
pmu=poly(mu);
[r,p,k]=residue(plam,pmu)
b=sqrt(-r);
B=[diag(p),b;b’,-k(2)]
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T=hess(B);
D=diag(diag(T));
J=D-abs(T-D);
return
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